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early hopes, and a glimpse of the grim landscape, through the loopholes of his ramshackle dwelling, mock them and him. He usually finds himself on detached command, owing to his knowledge of the people and the country. His native wife has palled on him, for she is far below him in the scale of social evolution, and his one solace is a chat with some chance-met traveller, over a cup of coffee and a thimbleful of native arrack.
There is also the slovenly type. He has been a bit of a dog at home, and will tell you frankly that his present state of health is the result of his excesses in the past. He is practically an invalid—poor chap— liver and rheumatism maybe, so there is every excuse for him. He attends a parade when he feels up to it, and for the rest of the day is garbed in a stylish dressing gown and underclothing, relics of the time when he was a man of fashion. He hates Yamen, and finds the light duty he does too much for him. His chief enjoyment is derived from a gramophone and a varied assortment of records. He has several extracts from musical comedy, Turkish band pieces, Oriental love songs in a nasal whine, to suit the native taste, and can even switch on c God bless the Prince of Wales.5
I have once encountered a wild, hairy type of Kurdish aspect, who bore the rank and badges of a captain, but was in one of the technical branches, being, in fact, an armourer, and not a bad armourer either.
Taking them all together, Turkish officers in Yamen are a capable set of men. That they have seldom any interest in the country is not their fault. They look on service fn the vilayet as a necessary incident in their careers, which may, with luck, be avoided, and, if not, undergone with philosophy.

